The literature on strategies of investigative psychotherapy of schizophrenia is selectively reviewed, and a case history is presented. The format is modelled on the authors' research technique of contrasting theory with practice. While long-term observation of single cases does not address cause and effect, descriptions of cases with a variety of known outcomes can help to build a typology of treatment processes.
INTRODUCTION
It is often maintained that the group of disorders we know as schizophrenia is so heterogeneous that no consistent psychotherapeutic approach can be elaborated. In fact, technical strategies do vary depending upon views of the disorder as well as upon differing psychotherapeutic orientations. Nevertheless, allowing for differences in language and terminology, a remarkable consensus exists concerning the theory and technique of the intensive psychotherapy of schizophrenia.
In what follows we elaborate strategies of investigative psychotherapy as gleaned from the literature and then present the case history of a patient in the Chestnut Lodge Follow-up Study [1] . In the third section we correlate what is known and theorized about the process of treatment with what actually occurred in the presented case. This work is part of a larger study in which we are searching for clues as to what elements in the process of treatment might contribute to outcome. Of course, intensive, long-term observation of single cases does not address questions of cause and effect. The only way to address the causal question is with studies of comparative groups. Nevertheless, it is important to describe the process of treatment in cases with a variety of known outcomes in order to build a typology of processes. Our science of treatment must become busy with refining classification just as our science of diagnosis, which operates without certain knowledge about etiology, must be content (for now) with refining categories and subgroups.
PART I: THEORY OF INTENSIVE PSYCHOTHERAPY OF SCHIZOPHRENIA In the literature on the psychotherapy of schizophrenia, certain assumptions about the nature of schizophrenia persistently surface [2] . These appear to arise from the treatment context and go beyond diagnosis. The assumptions are as follows. First, the etiology and pathogenesis of schizophrenia are, in part, environmentally influenced. Second, the therapist's model of the mind draws heavily upon theories and observations concerning preoedipal psychological development. Third, virtually all therapists postulate a real or fantasied negative first experience between the patient-as-infant and his or her mother. Earlier writers blame this on a rejecting or "schizophrenigenic" mother [3] . Others, particularly Kleinian theorists, emphasize defects in the infant such as an excessive inborn aggressive drive or a failure of the primitive stimulus barrier, resulting in the infant's inability to utilize "good enough" mothering [4] . Recent contributors offer a more balanced view and assert that what goes awry is the pas de deux between mother and child. There occurs a mismatch or misalliance of poor mutual cueing, resulting in a primary experience of pain in being held and pain in being laid down. The final assumption commonly held is that utter schizophrenia does not exist. According to Bion [5] , every human being possesses both a psychotic and nonpsychotic personality. As such, even the "craziest" of patients retains an element of ego in touch with reality.
Psychotherapists also emphasize certain phenomenologies unique to the schizophrenic patient: (1) a bitter antipathy toward reality with intolerance of frustration; (2) poor control over the contents of awareness with a resulting hatred of confusion and doubt leading to premature, unrealistic perceptual and cognitive closure to attain certainty; (3) lack of awareness of needs, wants, and affects; the schizophrenic patient often does not feel or experience pleasure; (4) absence of a sense of self-cohesion and identity except as someone alien and absolutely different from others; (5) a conviction that one's condition is static and unchangeable; (6) the experience of total passivity, i.e., things happen to one; (7) ambi-tendency in relationships; the patient simultaneously experiences two diametrically opposed wishes to move toward and away from people. This is also known as the need-fear dilemma [6] .
Let us consider the characteristics of the treatment situation, which includes therapist and patient, their setting, and the process elements. In the collective eyes of the authors reviewed, the optimal patient for investigative psychotherapy is one who demonstrates some of the following characteristics: (I) an ego-dystonic illness leading to a wish for treatment; (2) the presence of good premorbid features; and (3) the presence of some capacity for one or more of the following: self-observation, curiosity, delay, frustration tolerance, problem solving, attachment, concern, and humor.
What about the optimal therapist? In recent years a slogan has frequently adorned office walls which reads, "You don't have to be crazy to work here, but it helps." This is particularly applicable for psychotherapists of schizophrenic patients. In fact, the slogan should read, "You have to be a little crazy to work here or you can't be of help." Therapists who find no fascination in or curiosity about insanity will find such patients unusually adept at making their lives miserable. One famous clinician who found such patients rather loathsome was Sigmund Freud [7] , who wrote to a colleague in 1928 as follows: "Ultimately I had to confess myself ... that I do not care for these patients [psychotics] , that they annoy me, and that I find them alien to me and to everything human. A peculiar kind of intolerance which undoubtedly disqualifies me as a psychiatrist." This may help explain some of Freud's well-known pessimism about the treatment of psychotic patients.
The setting of treatment refers to formal structures such as frequency of visits and rules to assure the orderly conduct of administrative matters. Other relevant issues concern the use of the couch, the fundamental rule, and drugs. Most therapists recommend patients come at least once a week, sit up, and not free associate. Most therapists also advocate, or at least do not vociferously denounce, the use of medication.
We move now to the elements of the therapeutic process which evolve between the participants. Here The therapeutic contract or alliance refers to the joint patient-therapist effort to define the patient's problems and work toward their resolution. It ideally consists of three components: consensus about the nature of the patient's problems, explication of the treatment required, and agreement about the rules of conduct such as session attendance, fees, confidentiality, and forbidden behavior such as assaultiveness. In practice, however, because many schizophrenic patients deny illness, externalize conflict, and seldom trust the situation, the alliance often exists only from session to session each time the patient passes through the consulting-room door. No more can be expected or demanded. The therapist should be clear in his or her own mind about these issues but realize that formal agreement with the patient constitutes a goal of treatment, not a prerequisite. One of the thorniest issues of alliance, for both neophyte and expert therapist, is the potentially assaultive patient. In the literature, therapists are uniform that firmness is required for safety and mutual self-respect. The hostile patient should not be encouraged to "get his anger out," nor should aggression be denied with false reassurance. If danger exists, limits must be set, including restraints for the actually assaultive patient.
The next broad category of intervention is establishing a relationship. Semrad [8] The next set of interventions involves tolerating the mobilized transferences and countertransferences. The ideas and affects elucidated must become tolerated by both participants, but first by the therapist, especially during periods of transference psychosis. By demonstrating tolerance of what the patient disavows, the therapist helps the patient repossess split-off aspects of his psychic experience. Other terms for this strategy are bearing, empathizing, containing, soothing, and mirroring.
Two components of tolerating stand out in the literature: surviving and functioning analytically. As Giovacchini [ 12] states, the therapist's task is to survive the ambiance the patient produces without being submerged. One absorbs the patient's agitation and projections, calms oneself, and continues exploratory work as usual. As Semrad [8] said, "We don't think often how useful it can be for somebody to be able to go where he can get mad as hell-and nothing happens. People are willing to pay a lot of money for that." Mastery of countertransference is the central mutative event with which the patient identifies; that is, although the therapist may feel anger or anxiety, he or she also dissociates analytically so that the attitude about this anger and anxiety is non-anxious and benevolent. As such, the therapist provides the patient with a new and educative experience.
The next broad set of strategies concerns integrating the patient's experience into an expanded perspective of the self. It is most applicable to the mid and later phases of treatment. The tenor of the relationship changes from that of bearing to that which Semrad [13] describes as giving with one hand and taking with the other. More responsibility is demanded of the patient for change, progress, and adaptation.
Interpretation is the crucial technical tool which both gives to and takes from the patient. Through interpretation the therapist translates into the language of awareness the patient's split-off ideas and affects and reveals their connections with other experiences, both past and present. Interpretation shifts the patient's perceptual coordinate plane; that which one regards as real and happening to oneself gets interpreted as intrapsychic fantasy, thus creating a larger perspective out of narrow concrete experience. Through transference interpretation, the therapist helps the patient see how he or she distorts the current relationship with the doctor and how these distortions make sense in terms of the past. The therapist also confronts splitting by noting positive characteristics in the patient's all-bad projections. One of Semrad's and Zaslow's [14] favorite techniques, for example, was to address a patient who had nothing good to say about his parents with the persistent query, "Didn't they ever buy you a pair of socks?"
Integrating also involves clarifying responsibility by stressing the patient's willful and destructive contributions to his or her difficulties, symptoms, and breakdown. This includes helping the patient to acknowledge and bear appropriate guilt. Involved is a process of separation/individuation, with the patient gradually renouncing the therapist as an object of gratification and seeking or renewing meaningful relationships outside of treatment. Illusions of omnipotence are relinquished with a greater capacity to test reality. The patient mourns and learns that loss is a part of relating and that growth carries pain as well as pleasure.
Gradually the phase of integrating gives way to the last phase of working through. His first symptoms began during his sophomore year in college at age 19 and consisted of increasing anxiety, withdrawal from his roommates, sleeplessness, agitation, and changes in visual perception. This culminated in a poorly described "religious experience" on the lawn of his fraternity house, requiring hospitalization for two days. After discharge, Doug found it impossible to continue with school and decided to go home and enter outpatient psychotherapy. He remained in treatment over the next four years and made several attempts at employment and school but achieved only a "tenuous adjustment." At age 23 he "decompensated" after breaking up with a girlfriend and was hospitalized for the second time. This time he was noted to be "confused with some looseness in his thinking." He also reported hearing voices and believed that others were trying to "steal his mind." During the next four years, Doug was essentially hospitalized continuously at three institutions. He received an unknown number of electroshock treatments and was changed from one anti-psychotic medication to another as these failed to work with any strength of persistence. The patient seemed to go in and out of partial remission fairly rapidly, alternating between employment as an outpatient and seclusion rooms as an inpatient. His last hospitalization prior to his transfer to Chestnut Lodge was the longest, lasting two years, and he was asked to leave because of increasing assaultiveness.
He arrived at Chestnut Lodge heavily medicated. On admission he appeared so confused that, in the words of the admitting physician, the clinical picture suggested a mentally deficient individual. He asked for the simplest questions to be repeated and his speech was characterized by impoverished content. His affect fluctuated widely from flatness to disruptive and provocative outbursts of anger, while at times he responded to questions with inappropriate, silly laughter. His appearance was disheveled and behavior careless, and his inability to tolerate the admission interview prompted his being escorted almost directly to the unit. Family History
The patient was the first of two siblings in an upper-class family. Mother was described as a dynamic attractive woman who could be very seductive with the patient and quite obsessive about his health as he grew up. Father was described as friendly, intelligent, cooperative, and compulsive. Both parents supported the patient's hospitalization although father was frustrated by its length. There was no known family history of mental illness. Doug was a 7'/2 pound breech baby, and his mother was ill from postpartum bleeding. Developmental landmarks were passed without retardation, toilet training coming early and easily.
When Doug was three, a sister was born. She was both physically handicapped and mentally retarded. She had severe double ptosis, corrected by surgery when she was one. She had microcephaly and died at 3'/2 of pneumonia. Doug had become very involved with her. He was seven years old when she died, and at that time had the idea of writing a poem about her, but, in fact, he never talked about her again.
Coincidentally or not, at the time of his sister's birth, Doug himself began to have more serious problems. He developed a series of colds and asthma attacks. Also, he began to have night terrors, fearing that a big man would come out of his closet. A pattern of timidity was noted at this time; Doug did not run and jump like his contemporaries, for example, but walked carefully. At age seven, the year his sister died, Doug fell downstairs, sustaining a concussion and a fracture of his wrist. He also had a tonsillectomy that year.
When Doug was nine, sister Lisa, then 22 months old, was adopted, more or less as a replacement for the lost child.
At school, Doug was rather withdrawn. He had few playmates, and was frequently teased or scared by older children. In upper grades, however, he entered organized activities and played a number of team sports. Apparently, Doug went through grammar school and high school as a somewhat competent person, perhaps a little lonely, but academically successful. He probably did not have a close girl friend or boy friend. His first sexual experience took place in the summer of his junior year in college. Doug worked at various times for his father's business, without ever making much of a go of it. There was no history of drug or alcohol abuse.
In summary, Doug had to deal when he was three with the impressive trauma of the birth of a mentally retarded and physically defective sister, and her death when he was seven. Doug's response included coincidental physical problems of his own (asthma, fractured wrist, concussion), and also a constriction in his ability to express aggressive drive. He became overly submissive and cooperative, and quite frightened of aggression in others. Reaction formation and projection (night terrors) were prominent defense mechanisms. His mother related an incident in which the family dog was thrown down a stairway by the angry father, while Doug looked on. This incident seemed to leave Doug in a very frightened state. The episode preceded Doug's own fall downstairs when he was seven.
At puberty, Doug felt that his development was slow, and he found his new sexual feelings rather alarming. He read the Kinsey Report and then based the frequency of his masturbation on the statistics for an average American. But in late teenage years, mounting anxiety, social withdrawal, intense feelings of inadequacy, and lowered self-confidence all signaled the breakdown of hitherto relatively successful obsessive compulsive defenses. The Course of Treatment Doug stayed at Chestnut Lodge for five years and had the same therapist, Dr. Smith, the whole time. He was admitted to one of the standard Lodge wards, an eleven-bed locked unit. Shortly after his admission, medication was withdrawn.
Dr. Smith did not get the feeling, during the initial phase, that Doug was out of contact. He was not mute, withdrawn, or despairing but seemed very much engaged with others, albeit in a negativistic way. Doug initially presented as a tall young man, with long, shaggy, thin hair, apprehensive, chain-smoking, and giggling inappropriately. His assaultiveness, which had led to his transfer to Chestnut Lodge, continued. Anxiety and tension was discharged by physical assault, usually against male aides. Once he did attack a maid who was vacuuming because he felt she was going to harm him with the vacuum cleaner. Doug also attempted to hug and kiss females indiscriminately and provocatively.
Doug demonstrated considerable ambivalence toward Dr. Smith. The therapist would come to the unit, and Doug would wander in and out of the interview area, sometimes carrying a radio tuned to loud static. Once Doug said, "You're a great doctor, very keen, very observant," there was a brief interchange, followed by a silence, and finally Doug said, "OK, that's enough. Let's go. You're a bastard," and he walked out. Doug said Dr. Smith was from the CIA, and there was a lot of talk about the President, and politics, and large sums of money. Sometimes Dr. Smith would find Doug in bed, but usually they met in the TV room, which Doug would clear of other patients before the hour began.
Soon after admission, psychological testing was performed. Doug impressed the psychologist as looking like a backward schizophrenic. He came in carrying a bunch of paper bags, and at one point stood up, took a can of talcum powder out of his pocket, powdered his face, neck, and then his hair, looking all the time at the psychologist for her reaction. Finally he offered her some of the powder. He was too restless to stay with the test for more than an hour. In a great many cases he gave wrong answers which were obviously just oppositional. The Rorschach was consistent with chronic schizophrenia.
Immediately after the testing, Doug had an hour with Dr. Smith. They met in the TV room, but Doug jumped up and within thirty seconds he had thrown the therapist out of the room and slammed the door, saying, "Test . . . doctor ... get the hell out!" Dr. Smith opened the door and went back in.
"Are you a doctor?" Doug asked. "Yes, I'm Dr. Smith." "Get the hell out. You can go to hell!" "We have our session and I'm going to stay here."
"Well you can go screw yourself!" Doug stomped out the door, turned, and added, "You'll be dead tomorrow." Near the end of the session, Doug came back to the TV room, where Dr. Smith had waited for him. Dr. Smith said it was time to go, and that he would see Doug Monday.
"Get out of my room. I'll see you tomorrow," Doug said. "No, not tomorrow. Tomorrow is Saturday. I'll see you Monday," Dr. Smith said. This was a fairly typical exchange between the two of them in the early months of the therapy.
At that time, there was a great deal of chaos on Doug's unit, due to the fact that a number of patients were severely disturbed and assaultive. There was something about Doug, however, which helped to differentiate him from the others. Looking back on it, the head nurse said, "There was something in Doug's eyes that I responded to, a warmth, something difficult to describe." The head nurse had been looking for an opportunity to get some kind of verbal exchange going with one of the patients, to set an example for the rest. "So one day," she said, "when I had it up to my ears, and everything was flying, and that is exactly what I mean, chairs and everything, I looked at Doug, and I said, 'I'm going for a walk. Do you want to go?' He looked surprised and said, 'Me?' I said, 'Yes.' 'Okay,' he said, 'wait till I comb my hair.' Then I knew I was going to be safe."
Thus a meeting of the eyes, a quick nonverbal exchange, formed the basis for a decision that led to some kind of bond between Doug and the head nurse. They walked frequently together on grounds, at first saying nothing. They would return to the unit, and everyone would sigh with relief. The head nurse felt perfectly comfortable, but other people did not. Eventually, Doug began to talk and even to initiate the outings.
The therapist, too, had a close relationship with the head nurse during this time, and also earlier, when Doug was fragmented, delusional, overwhelmed with panic, and rejecting of contact with others. Dr. Smith would drop in to the nurses' office and express his despair and receive support for his work with the patient.
Dr. Smith conceived of this initial period as a time of taming. Doug was not a withdrawn person, but instead, even when he was rejecting, hostile, or negativistic, he was always close to people physically. Dr. Smith felt that some healthy part of Doug was driving the recovery; that in trying to make sense of his improvement, one had to acknowledge that a great deal of the credit belonged to Doug.
Thorazine, 400 mg per day, was added five months after Doug arrived at the hospital. It is interesting that the first walk outside with the head nurse took place before medication was begun. Although the administrative psychiatrist did feel that medicine took the edge off the assaultive, dangerous behavior, there was little change in the psychotic picture for a number of months after the initiation of drugs.
The therapist at first fought the use of drugs and felt his wishes were not being heard. Whether or not it was related to the use of Thorazine, Doug soon became more verbally communicative. He accepted Dr. Smith's introductory, "Hi." He would say, "Well, you go sit outside, and I will sit here, and we will have our hour that way." Dr. Smith then sat in the hall, and Doug would come out of his room, ostensibly to get a drink of water, and walk past Dr. Smith, making a gun out of his hand and "shooting" him a few times. There were periods of undress when Doug walked about in the nude or with sheets draped about, toga-style. Now in supervision, the therapist changed his approach. In the past, if another patient came up to speak with him during Doug's hour, Dr Doug from across the sun porch then said to John, "John, you OK?" "Uh-huh." "Okay."
Many of the more intractably assaultive patients on the unit were being transferred from the hospital at that time, and Dr. Smith, assuming Doug might be worried, often reassured him that he would not be included among the exiles. He and Doug took walks together on grounds, and in a few months they met in the office.
There followed a period which to Dr Smith felt collaborative. It was a time of history gathering. Doug spoke of early childhood and told more about his relationship with his parents. He began to use the couch. Three years after admission, he began a relationship with Martha, a patient on another unit, and he also began talking about friendly feelings toward his therapist and wondering how he should deal with these.
Doug was working now. He had progressed from on-grounds jobs to working part-time at a local department store, and then to taking an unspecified Civil Service exam. Medication had been reduced from 400 mg of Thorazine per day to 200 mg per day, and now it was discontinued altogether. At the same time, Doug moved out of the hospital to live in an apartment.
Then, rather abruptly, after the therapist's return from a vacation, Doug's adjustment began to falter. Sleeplessness and reluctance to come to the office set in. Soon Doug again became assaultive and was readmitted to inpatiency; thereafter cold wet sheet packs, seclusion room, alienation, fighting, and despair became the order of the day.
Oddly, the therapist did not link the removal of drugs to this change in Doug's behavior. Instead, he felt the change was due to the stress of outpatiency, and also to the therapist's own personal concerns about then-current news of Cambodia and Kent State, which Dr. Smith felt at the time preoccupied him to such an extent that he was no longer sufficiently available to the patient. Dr. Smith thought Doug had grown so close to him, was so attached, needful, and dependent, and so reliant on Dr. Smith's friendship and respect, that he may have felt a severe blow to his self-esteem when Dr. Smith was emotionally unavailable to him.
Nevertheless, drugs were added again immediately and soon raised to double the previous dose. There followed a six-month period of massive psychotic regression. When Doug was in pack for the first few days of his regression, he said to Dr. Smith with great anguish, "Doc, you have got to stay with me, but I can't do this analysis. I can't do this. I can't kill my mother. I can't do this." Doug hallucinated his mother, and his pet dog, on the walls of his seclusion room. His mental representations seemed real to him. There was an existential reality in his anguish for which there seemed no answer, but Dr. Smith still felt committed to Doug's becoming a person and an individual; he did not believe Doug would end up totally alone in the universe. For Doug to give his life for his mother's security or protection did not make sense to Dr. Smith. Once Doug recalled with tearfulness that his pet dog could not be housebroken. He recalled with pain and rage how his father would "beat the hell out of the dog for crapping in the wrong spot," occasionally throwing the dog downstairs. Doug was relieved but dreadfully sad when the family decided they could not handle the dog and would find a good home for it on a farm. He described how, at age four, almost like an adult man, doing what he knows is in the best interest of another, yet so painful for him to do, giving his dog his last good petting-rub on the stomach for half an hourpetting-rub, back scratching. Doug seemed to know that the dog did pretty well out on the farm and that in certain ways he had been trying himself to find some farm. He seemed to recognize the conflict between the need to leave home in order to survive and how painful that departure was. He seemed hopeless with tremendous despair at the loss of progress in his recovery. Doug's parents were also very upset; they began to feel that the whole achievement had been lost and that they might have to remove Doug from the hospital because of a shortage of funds.
There is no very clear explanation of what now occurred, but the fact is that after about six months of regressed, assaultive, hallucinated behavior, Doug began gradually to recover. There was then a recapitulation of the time in the office, with talk focusing on old themes, how Doug yearned to go home but was conflicted because when he was home he felt stifled; how he did not allow himself to be an adult man.
Doug rested through the next summer, but in September took a part-time volunteer job with a political organization. Dr. Smith felt the transference had shifted. In the first four years of work, he had felt as though he had been treated like Doug's father, but now the relationship was suffused with maternal concerns. Instead of competition, rivalry, and tests of strength, issues of dependency and separation became important. Specifically, Doug seemed .to fear that as he progressed toward independence, his doctor would feel bereft and fall apart. He was worried that if he had any interests or feelings of his own, this would be hurtful to Dr. Smith.
During the second inpatiency, the treatment alliance progressed to the point that Doug and Dr. Smith could actually examine the conflictual issues and seek their historical roots. Therapist and patient came to understand how Doug's love for his mother had seemed to endanger him vis-a-vis his father, and how his hate of his mother had also caused attack from his father, who would not, for example, tolerate any disrespect toward her. This situation led to ego restrictions which Doug could now contemplate lifting. While previously he had felt he should stay small, weak, and dependent, now he could try to make something of himself in the world.
In the last phase of the work, Doug began to treat Dr. Smith not as a father or mother, but more as a college chum. He was studious, philosophical, and occasionally would turn over on the couch to face Dr. Smith and have a cigarette. Obsessional defenses of isolation of affect and intellectualization returned. Gradually, Doug's idealization of Dr. Smith came under scrutiny, and with that, diminished harshness of his own superego. Doug saw himself not as a diminished and distorted figure but more nearly as he really was. In one of the last meetings between Doug and Dr. Smith, before Doug's move to private patiency, Doug reported observations he had made during a trip home. He had felt solid. When he dressed and shaved, he felt he looked handsome, and adult, fully his age, thirty-three. His body did not seem fat, and his penis did not seem small. When he got off the plane, he felt like an adult person, coming home to visit. His parents met him at the airport. With them was a family friend, awaiting the arrival of her own son. Doug found himself thinking that this woman was very critical of him. Then he realized that his parents had always been critical and had not essentially changed. He heard his mother speak demeaningly of his cousin's fiancee, and he realized it was "the same crap they did to me." Nevertheless, Doug went shopping with his sister and bought, as a present for his parents, an etching like the one in Dr. Smith's office. Although he was aware his parents still had a capacity to be critical, he could now live with it. One night, he made steaks for them and felt he had done a good job, even though his mother was critical and cold, and his father kept talking about the need for success. "Maybe you are not Dr. Freud," Doug said, turning to Dr. Smith, "but maybe I think we can come out of this. I can get on with my life. My mother criticizes me. I am never going to be a President, or a congressman. But I can be an ordinary person." Doug's prediction that he could become an ordinary person seemed to hold. He was interviewed by phone ten years after his discharge, as part of the Chestnut Lodge Follow-Up Study conducted by Dr. McGlashan.
Doug had by then made many changes in his life which are customarily regarded as signs of health. He had moved back to the Midwest, had steady employment, and, although it was with his father's firm, Doug had had to "pay his dues" and was not in any egregious way disregarding his duties and obligations at work. He did not have many close friends, but he had married, and, although "fireworks" were not still going off, he felt he loved his wife. Doug continued to take Haldol, 4 mg per day, and to see a psychiatrist every three or four months. At the time of follow-up, Doug was thinking about intensifying his treatment in order to work on issues that still bothered him, including what he felt were his perfectionism, his guilt, and his anger. While there were indications that he had difficulty initiating a new trusting relationship (e.g., he preferred to speak to Dr. Smith, his old therapist, even if merely over the telephone, rather than to make appointments with the new doctor), nevertheless, Doug seemed to have maintained a capacity for self-observation and an ability to articulate his problems. There was no evidence for formal thought disorder in Doug's speech at the follow-up interview, but there remained an element of grandiosity in his undertakings, and Doug lacked self-awareness about his defensive intellectualization. PART III: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE CASE AND THE THEORY A: The Nature ofSchizophrenia What points most dramatically to disturbances in the earliest dyadic relationship is the fragmented state Doug was in when he was psychotic. This degree of fragmentation is considered to be the result of organismic panic or annihilation anxiety, which developmentally precedes anxiety over loss of the object. Here, however, we may be accused of circular reasoning. We are saying that fragmentation in the present is a re-enactment of the troubled early mother-infant relationship which, we assert, is what caused the problem in the first place. At the same time, we are using Doug's current fragmentation as our best proof that the mother-infant pas de deux had gone awry.
When Doug was not severely psychotic, shifts in his transference position gave his therapist clues about the points of urgency in the therapeutic work. The initial paternal transference, suffused with concerns about competition, rivalry, and tests of strength, indicated that these issues had not been worked out between Doug and his father. The subsequent maternal transference, with issues of dependency and separation, point to problems in Doug's relationship with his mother after object constancy had been attained. In a sense, the presence of these transference elements in Doug do not go far to distinguish him diagnostically from other human beings. Experience in doing analysis teaches us to expect to deal with transference manifestations like these in varying forms in every individual. The shifting transference paradigms give directions to the work but do not fully explain the severity of the illness. Material presented in this case report does not prove or disprove that the etiology of schizophrenia is environmental, although the emerging story of Doug's childhood years provides a contextual framework for empathic understanding.
B: Characteristics of the Treatment Situation
Doug was not an optimal patient for investigative psychotherapy. He was sent to Chestnut Lodge because of assaultiveness, not because he had an ego-dystonic illness and a wish for treatment. There were, however, some good premorbid features; he was a college graduate and had had a steady girlfriend who had wanted to marry him. While he seemed not to have had much capacity initially for self-observation, frustration tolerance, attachment, or concern, he was able to inspire warmth, as, for instance, in the head nurse. He was not withdrawn.
The therapist, too, may not have seemed to exhibit optimal characteristics. He was not the least bit crazy. He was rather formal and stiff at times. On the other hand he was flexible (e.g., able to change course in supervision), and he was persistent, steady, and reliable in a way which betrayed his dedication to the work and to the patient. These qualities probably helped cement the alliance. Furthermore, the available evidence suggests the therapist's attitudes about the interpersonal interaction coincided with those listed in Part I as constituting the necessary background of treatment.
C: Technical Interventions
The treatment alliance was not in place in any conventional sense until near the end of Doug's hospitalization. Initially, Dr. Smith kept the time boundaries and set limits. He was clear in his own mind about these issues even if Doug was not. The developments in this case support the notion that formal agreement about the contract should be a goal and not a prerequisite of treatment. In fact, in the early months of therapy the content of sessions dealt chiefly with the question of whether there would be meetings at all, and under what conditions. Recall Doug's "Get out of my room. I'll see you tomorrow," and later his "Well, you go outside, and I will sit here, and we will have our hour that way." Thus, even though there was no explicit alliance in the beginning, one of the first therapeutic projects was the rough hewing of an agreement.
The effort to establish a relationship is reflected in Dr. Smith's reported feeling that the initial period was a time of taming. He began to acknowledge that Doug was a person to whom credit was owed for persistent relatedness. This acknowledgement shows a shift away from any feeling Dr. Smith may at first have had that Doug was a patient with a diagnosis, toward the feeling that Doug was an individual with characteristic attributes.
The process of elucidating the patient's experience is not particularly welldocumented in this case history. Certainly we have the sense that Dr. Smith listened and observed, and attended to his own counter-feelings. There are no data, however, to suggest whether or not psychotic content was treated as signal. The time in the office prior to the second regression was one of history gathering and of exploring Doug's feelings toward his girlfriend and his therapist. In this phase, feelings were recognized, named, and connected to significant persons. Full documentation, however, of exploring the way in which affective experience was connected with and signaled by distorted percepts, or of the elaboration of detail, was missing.
The record gives a more complete description of the process of tolerating mobilized transference and countertransference. Dr. Smith used his close relationship with the head nurse to help contain his own feelings of despair; later his maternal countertrans-ference position (in which he assumed Doug was so attached, needful, and dependent that he would fall apart if Dr. Smith's attention wandered) was less well-contained by him and perhaps disturbed his ability to test reality and recognize the part that drug removal had to play in Doug's regression. Fortunately, in this instance containment was provided by the administrative team, which had been able to maintain objectivity. Throughout, there seemed to be evidence that the therapist absorbed the patient's agitation and projections, calmed himself, and continued exploratory work as usual.
The processes of integrating and working through are exemplified in the record of the last months of treatment. Then, Doug saw himself not as a diminished and distorted figure, but more nearly as he really was. Anxieties over separation from the family emerged in a nonpsychotic way, and Doug's idealization of the therapist came under scrutiny. Illusions of omnipotence were relinquished, with Doug's "I can be an ordinary person."
The above account has shown the extent to which Doug's case bears out certain generalizations about the nature of schizophrenia and the strategy for intensive psychotherapy of schizophrenia. In this final section we offer a brief formulation of the treatment which attempts to interweave threads from Doug's individual history with some of these general processes.
We may begin with the question whether Doug had, in the first recovery, simply recapitulated a theme from latency, namely the quelling of aggressive drive and the adoption of a veneer of compliance. This would be a recapitulation of what happened to Doug after the death of his retarded sister. He had then become a good student, but quiet, lonely, withdrawn, and obviously not comfortable with social give-and-take. In fact, Doug's difficulty with aggression was a pressing problem, which he presented, in a nonverbal, action-language way, to the hospital on first arriving.
Then, just as he found some of his needs being met by his therapist, Doug noticed other patients were being sent away because of unmanageable outbursts. Doug probably made an intense effort to control his own aggression so that he would not be similarly ejected. Perhaps the threat of separation from the hospital destabilized the repression of Doug's aggressive drive, and he found that indeed he did not have sufficient internal control, or a sufficiently stable self-image, or strong enough identifications to hold himself together.
There was a difference between the first and second seclusion-room experience. In the beginning, Doug was hostile and belligerent and would say things to his therapist such as "Get out! You're no good." There was tension over whether there would be any collaborative work, whether Doug's ambivalence about seeing the doctor would prevent the formation of an alliance. By the second regression, however, Doug was telling Dr. Smith about the nature of his hallucinatory experience. He was saying that his mother and dog were on the wall of the seclusion room. So even while Doug was actively psychotic, there was a relationship between him and his therapist which had not previously existed. Furthermore, there was an almost palpable despair felt by all participants, Doug, Dr. Smith, and the family, during the second regression. This was a quality not markedly present on admission. Perhaps one reason for the successful outcome of the second regression was that the patient and therapist shared a real experience, namely, despair, and survived, thus accomplishing something together.
Following this kind of thinking, we would say that the first phase of treatment was a phase of engagement, which had to be antecedent to any use of words in the treatment. There followed a phase, when the patient came to the office, when Doug did use words, did talk to the therapist, and perhaps this phase in turn had to be antecedent to any meaningful use of words, in the sense that the words would be a vehicle for explanation of real experience. Perhaps then, and only then, could Doug allow himself to feel his despair.
By the time of the second regression, Doug had by then made two gains. First, he no longer had to run from his therapist; he had allowed himself to become engaged. Second, he had progressed to the point of being articulate, rather than having to resort to action. Now, Doug could use these gains to explore his experience of life.
In addition to factors such as the removal of medication, and the separation anxiety attendant on moving away from the hospital into his own apartment, a further cause for the second regression may have been Doug's sense that he and Dr. Smith had not yet reached the heart of the matter, had not talked in a meaningful way about what was really important to Doug. Realizing this, Doug would need to signal that he had more business with the therapist and the hospital.
Finally, although Doug had to return to the hospital a second time to work on his problem with aggression, and his second seclusion-room experience helped him to overcome this problem, Dr. Smith reported that Doug's affect was then muted, and that he seemed to have resumed his obsessional defenses. Was the treatment indeed successful? Or was there simply a further repetition of repression? Colleagues asked Dr. Smith whether he felt medication in some way interfered with Doug's ability to experience fully and then to manage his drive impulses. In the end, there was no clear conclusion. Dr. Smith said that, while he initially opposed the use of medication, he saw it as necessary as anesthesia would be to brain surgery. But he also said he felt there was a richness and greater relatedness between Doug and himself as a result of their five years' effort. He said that if he had seen Doug in the clinic setting once a week, with Doug on 500 mg of Thorazine a day, Doug might have made a social recovery, but there would have been some loss in terms of intrapsychic change. He added that it was not the current low dose of medication, but instead it was Doug's obsessional style to which loss of affect could be ascribed. CONCLUSION Although we cannot know with any certainty what specific elements in the process of treatment contributed to Doug's outcome, we propose that certain elements taken together constituted the necessary and sufficient background for Doug's efforts at self-cure. This report has shown that not every therapeutic strategy among those reviewed in Part I was fully carried out in Doug's treatment, but that a large number were in place. We suggest the hypothesis that a treatment program and patient will be successful if they can together allow the processes here reviewed substantially to unfold.
